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 PAUL R GREENOUGH

 Political Mobilization and the Underground
 Literature of the Quit India Movement, 1942-44

 For nearly 100 years the Indian Congress organization has flourished
 in and through the press. Of the 72 representatives who gathered in
 Bombay at the first Congress meeting in 1885, more than a dozen
 were professional journalists.' Not only did the early and subsequent
 nationalist leaders collect news for, editorialize in, or own outright,
 important vernacular and English-language newspapers - one thinks
 of, among others, Tilak's Kesari, Surendranath Banerjea's
 Bengalee,Motilal Nehru's Leader and Mahatma Gandhi's Young India
 and Harijan - but they readily submitted themselves to the curious,
 often naive probings of foreign correspondents from Europe and
 America. It was Gandhi who taught the Congress both how to spin
 its cotton and how, when it served a purpose, to wash its linen in
 public. Jawaharlal Nehru, when prime minister, brought to a high
 art the interview granted to the favoured Indian or foreign
 correspondent.

 Underlying this conscious cultivation of public favour was a liberal
 belief in the dissemination of opinion and the exchange of ideas as
 necessary accompaniments to the new polity in India. The press came
 to be considered a necessary part of political life, not as standing in
 opposition to it. The irony of the same colonial government which
 had presided over the introduction of these liberal values proceeding
 quite ruthlessly to intimidate, censor and ban outright the unruly
 nationalist press has been well described and needs no elaboration.2
 The fact is that despite periodic repression, the inner workings of the
 Congress and of the Indian political system as a whole have been
 transparent, with the result that Indian political life is more open to
 inspection than is the case in most other post-colonial societies.3

 * Paul R Greenough, University of Iowa, Department of History, USA

 Social Scientist, Vol. 27, Nos. 7- 8, July - August 1999
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 12 SOCIAL SCIENTIST

 In this perspective the several extended periods of non-cooperation
 and civil disobedience - 1920-22, 1930-32, 1942-44, when the
 Congress entered into open defiance of the government and was
 repressed for its pains - suggest anomalies in the way the Congress
 leadership communicated with its followers and presented its case to
 India and the world. The last of these rebellions, from early August
 1942 through September 1944, was the most serious: this was the
 so-called 'Quit India' movement, when, after much pushing and
 prodding from Gandhi, the Congress revolted against the continuance
 of British rule in the middle of the war.4 The demand made on

 August 8, 1942 that the British at once give up the Government of
 India, accompanied by the threat of a mass movement to secure the
 demand, was followed on August 9 by the arrest in Bombay of Gandhi
 and most of the top Congress leadership. The government moved
 almost simultaneously to sequester the files and funds of the national
 Congress offices. While the Congress as a whole was not outlawed,
 the national and provincial committees were banned and about 1,000
 of their members were arrested within the week.5 Not only did
 internal communication within the Congress hierarchy abruptly cease,
 but the flow of directives from leadership levels of the organization
 to the mass of followers, regularly conducted through the medium of
 the nationalist press, was halted by severe censorship. Press
 ordinances, which had been prepared in advance of the August 9
 raids and arrests, warned editors against publishing articles in support
 of the Congress's call for a mass movement; editors were also
 forbidden to report or comment on any of the measures taken by
 government to avert or repress the movement. These prohibitions
 were only the most recent in a series of wartime press controls already
 in effect. One of the first papers to be closed down was Gandhi's
 Harijan - the police seized every copy of the fiery issue of August 16,
 and only one other issue appeared a week later.6 In protest against
 the censorship, and in support of the Congress position and
 programme, 17 English and 67 vernacular papers around the country
 suspended publication for several weeks after August 16, and the
 Indian public was left in a state of eager ignorance about the
 movement, ignorant at least about the Congress perspective.7

 In the face of strict press controls and the banning of major
 Congress meetings, an underground press immediately sprang up. In
 this essay I sketch the variety of these underground publications and
 then consider more closely one example of a rebel newspaper, Biplabi
 from south-western Bengal. There are two questions raised: first,
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 QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT 13

 how did Congress journalists, long accustomed to writing within the
 limits of official censorship, adapt to the freedom of expression which
 is the most distinctive feature of any underground press? Second,
 what issues, what themes and what symbols were selected to arouse
 politically the readers of the underground publications? While these
 queries only touch the surface of the Quit India movement, and have
 to be answered without full knowledge of the number of such
 publications and the extent of their circulation, the replies nonetheless
 shed some light on the process of political mobilization in India under
 repressive, late-colonial conditions. As might be guessed, a movement
 that was initiated by Mahatma Gandhi could not stray too far from
 the issues, themes and symbols which Gandhi himself had articulated;
 it is this straying, however, which gave the Quit India propaganda
 much of its distinctive character and internal tension.

 THE GOVERNMENT BEGINS THE INSURRECTION

 When the 250-odd members of the All-India Congress Committee
 (AICC) met in Bombay in the first week of August 1942, their leaders
 anticipated that the call for a mass movement to drive the British
 from power might well result in arrests. For this reason the 'high
 command' or All-India Working Committee (AIWC), which drafted
 the August 8 resolution, included the following passage:

 A time may come when it may not be possible to issue instructions to
 reach our people, and when no Congress committees can function.
 When this happens every man and woman who is participating in this
 movement must function for himself or herself within the four corners

 of the general instructions issued. Every Indian who desires freedom
 and strives for it must be his own guide....8

 As the extent of arrests was greater than anyone in the Congress
 had anticipated, this adjuration was not without value: it ensured
 that the movement would continue despite the savaging of the
 organization. On the other hand, telling every man and woman to
 be his or her own guide was inherently faulty, since Congress cadres
 were not habituated to act so individually, and precise directives from
 above had been a key feature of past Congress satyagraha movements.
 The August 8 resolution, as quoted, had promised that 'general
 instructions' would follow, but in fact the AIWC had not time to
 prepare and issue them; Gandhi and the other had been taken by
 surprise at the swiftness of their detention. Gandhi is alleged to have
 scrawled or otherwise conveyed the laconic precept 'Do or Die' in
 the few minutes allowed him before being trundled off to two years
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 14 SOCIAL SCIENTIST

 of detention in Poona. This was an allusion to remarks he had made

 in a speech the night before to the AICC, remarks subject to varied
 interpretation, as will be seen:

 Here is a mantra [magical incantation], a short one, that I give you.
 You may imprint it on your hearts and let every breath of yours give
 expression to it. The mantra is: 'Do or Die.' We shall either free India
 or die in the attempt; we shall not live to see the perpetuation of our
 slavery. Every true Congressman or [Congress] woman will join the
 struggle with an inflexible determination not to remain alive to see the
 country in bondage and slavery.9

 As this speech as well as Gandhi's 'last message' were not allowed
 to be reported in the press, they posed little immediate danger to the
 government. Nor did any of the other arrested members of the AIWC
 or AICC succeed in getting messages to the public. Thus at first it
 appeared that the government's tactics had worked: the press had
 been cowed and the Congress leadership immured, leaving the
 movement directionless at its inception.

 Within a week, however, the direction the movement was going
 to take became abundantly clear: throughout India it would be
 confrontational and violent: it would involve attacks on government
 offices and officers; it would include strikes in vital war-related
 industries; it would see the raiding, burning and bombing of police
 stations and post offices; it would disrupt rail and telegraph networks
 through acts of sabotage. Some Europeans would be attacked and
 killed. In turn, the severity of this challenge to public order would
 see the government making arrests and imposing collective fines on a
 large scale, opening fire frequently to disperse crowds or halt
 determined saboteurs, and resorting to arson, whipping, torture and
 even aerial attacks against its opponents. Having prepared so carefully
 to stop the movement before it began, the government was appalled
 at the common pattern of disruption that developed in widely
 separated parts of the country. The explanation which initially took
 hold of the highest government officials - including the British prime
 minister - was that there had been a deeply-laid conspiracy, inspired
 by the Japanese, to cripple the Indian economy and paralyze the state.
 What else could explain the thousands of individual and group acts
 of sabotage, violence and labour disruption which began on August
 11? It was with a mentality not much different from that of the
 beleaguered Indian government of 1857 that officials at first perceived
 the August revolt; indeed, the Viceroy wrote to Churchill in a
 confidential telegram dated August 31, that 'I am engaged here in
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 QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT 15

 meeting by far the most serious rebellion since that of 1857, the gravity
 and extent of which we have so far concealed from the world for

 reasons of military security'.10 In time, and after the most urgent
 threats to public order had been repressed, officials abandoned the
 conviction that the Congress had hatched a revolutionary conspiracy
 before August 1942; the evidence could not be found, just as fears of
 Japanese collusion with the Congress turned out to be baseless.11

 In the absence of a conspiracy, what explanation can be offered
 for the almost simultaneous outbreak of similar forms of protest and
 disruption in Bombay, Gujarat, United Provinces, Bihar, Central
 Provinces, Madras, Delhi, Bengal, Orissa and the Panjab after August
 10? Several historians who have examined this question agree that it
 was the government's own description of the violence and disorder
 which were anticipated that provided the common plan for the
 violence and disorder which actually occurred. The circumstances
 surrounding this development were unusual, but as they provide a
 cogent example of the power of the press to coordinate an insurrection,
 they deserve a moment's notice.

 After the arrests of August 9, 1942, the attention of the world
 was briefly turned to the detention of Gandhi and the other Congress
 leaders, Questions were raised in American and British ruling circles
 about the appropriateness of these acts, and the Secretary of State for
 India, Leopold Amery, a member of the War Cabinet, was obliged to
 explain in public the Government of India's thinking. In a speech
 that was broadcast from London and widely reprinted in Indian
 newspapers on August 10, Amery stated that the Congress leaders
 were arrested because they had been planning to foment

 strikes, not only in industry and commerce, but in the administration
 and law courts, schools and colleges, the interruption of traffic and
 public utility services, the cutting of telegraph and telephone wires, the
 picketing of troops and recruiting stations...The success of the proposed
 campaign would paralyze not only the ordinary civil administration of
 India but her whole war effort. It would stop the output of munitions,
 the construction of aerodromes, and, above all, shelters against air
 attack; it would put an end to recruiting; it would immobilize the
 forces...12

 Though these kinds of activity were never authorized by the
 Congress leadership in advance of August 8, Amery inadvertently
 lent them credibility as Congress policy. The confusion and
 uncertainty felt by ordinary Congressmen and Congress-sympathizers
 was suddenly ended: Amery became, in Bhuyan's apt formulation,
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 16 SOCIAL SCIENTIST

 'the chief instrument in broadcasting the supposed Congress
 programme; what he said was avidly believed by the people.'13
 Hutchins, in the same vein, has noted that

 the menace Amery depicted was what many Indians subsequently
 attempted to create. What Amery said had been the Congress plan
 was accepted as the Congress plan by indignant demonstrators groping
 for direction. Many wanted to take extreme measures; Amery's charge
 gave them an excuse for taking them in the name of the Congress...
 What Amery claimed to have prevented, he instead helped to bring
 about.14

 No doubt, it is rare for a minister of the crown to outline an
 insurrectionary program for his colonial adversaries; but it is not so
 rare for a political upheaval to be co-ordinated by a radicalizing text
 spread through the mass media. A widely disseminated programme
 for action can energize a loose network of politically like-minded
 individuals, causing them to act (at least for a while) with the efficiency
 ordinarily associated with tightly disciplined organizations. Of course,
 the program must be appropriate to the specific political context,
 while its dissemination is imperiled by technical garbling and deliberate
 censorship; misjudgements, mistimings and mistakes make success
 unlikely in most instances. And success, if there is success, may
 produce only a trickle in the desired activity instead of an avalanche.
 The whole process of moving a mass of strangers to united political
 action is thus uncertain and fragile. Yet to do so must be part of the
 ambition of every politically-minded person who publishes, who writes
 a column or even sends letters to editors. The chief irony of 1942 in
 India was that the awesome power of the press to inspire united action
 was unleashed by the British government; the radicalizing text was
 the composition of Leopold Amery, not Mahatma Gandhi. In the
 months which followed the first upsurge of popular disturbances, an
 underground press appeared which began to circulate new radicalizing
 texts on a large scale. Yet this self-consciously rebellious underground
 press was never able to duplicate the impact or achieve the degree of
 mass coordination which Amery's speech had provoked.

 VARIETIES OF UNDERGROUND PUBLICATIONS

 Immediately after the dawn raids of August 9, a handful of senior
 Congress leaders still at liberty, including members of the AICC, met
 secretly in Bombay to draw up a plan for the forthcoming mass
 campaign.s1 Unaware that the direction of the movement would be
 taken out of their hands the next day by Amery's speech, they produced
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 QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT 17

 overnight a set of instructions which were published in the name of
 the AICC. For want of a better name, these instructions were called
 the Twelve-Point Programme.'6 The Programme was probably the
 first underground publication of the Quit India movement to be
 distributed nationally, and copies were seized by the police in distant
 Bengal as early as August 11. It had been duplicated with pen and
 typewriter by 30 volunteers and carried by Congressmen returning
 home from the AICC meetings. Printed copies were subsequently
 distributed widely.'7 The content of the Twelve-Point Programme
 was hardly revolutionary in the ordinary sense. It instructed provincial
 Congress organizations to encourage strikes, salt-making, non-
 cooperation with government organizations, withdrawal of students
 from their classes, etc., and was altogether a call for the familiar
 forms of non-violent activity associated with the Gandhian method.
 Gandhi's instruction to 'Do or Die,' and the correlative slogan 'Victory
 or Death,' were prominently featured. Perhaps the most inflammatory
 single line in the whole Programme was 'This is our final struggle,'
 and two month's time was said to be sufficient for success. Despite
 its mildness, the Twelve-Point Programme was the precursor to what
 the government was to call a 'flood' of underground publications,
 many of which were considerably more incendiary.'8

 The anxiety which underground publications caused the
 government is suggested by an official review of the movement made
 by the Government of India Home Department in early 1943:

 Almost at once [i.e. in the week after August 8, 1942] floods of illegal
 pamphlets appeared in many parts of the country. These inflammatory
 pamphlets did a great deal of harm in the initial stages of the movement
 and played an important part in fomenting the trouble in rural areas,
 which followed the first outbursts in towns. Most of the early leaflets
 were issued in Mr Gandhi's name. Many of the earlier productions
 were based on the Bombay instructions [the Twelve-Point Programme],
 and there was a marked similarity at first among leaflets appearing in
 different parts of the country ..... They were translated into the
 vernaculars and lost nothing in the translation. There can be little
 doubt that they provided the necessary stimulus to the preparation of
 more enterprising programmes by local Congress fire-brands.19

 Elsewhere in this document the author returns to the theme of

 illegal publications, and remarks that 'it is impossible to describe
 even a small proportion of the manifold leaflets which are being
 churned out by presses and duplicators in many parts of the country
 [although] the number has greatly diminished owing to effective action
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 18 SOCIAL SCIENTIST

 by the police ....... 20
 The publications which emerged from underground in 1942 and

 1943 greatly varied in their sources, their areas of distribution, and
 of course, their contents. Nonetheless, they can be divided into three
 categories for the sake of discussion.21 The first category comprised
 publications issued by semi-official all-India Congress organizations
 for the purpose of co-ordinating the movement throughout India;
 the second comprised emphemeral publications issued locally to draw
 attention to particular issues, to attach particular social or
 occupational groups to the Congress cause, or to disrupt the smooth
 operation of factories, mills and government offices. A third category,
 which comprised periodical bulletins and newspapers, was aimed at
 a wider readership of Congress fellow-travellers and sympathizers,
 and it is this third category which can be thought of as underground
 journalism proper. Let me remark briefly on the first two categories
 before returning to the third, which is in some ways the most
 interesting.

 The small group of Congressmen who met in Bombay early on
 August 9 and wrote the Twelve-Point Programme formed the nucleus
 of an underground Congress command-post for all of India. Hutchins
 and Bhuyan have given accounts of this group, which successfully
 organized a long-distance communication network from an obscure
 office in the center of Bombay.22 Styling itself sometimes the 'AICC'
 and at other times the 'Congress Central Directorate,' it issued a stream
 of directives to provincial committees; for several weeks it also
 maintained a radio transmitter inside Bombay. The program of this
 Bombay group soon shifted away from 'pure' Gandhism toward the
 advocacy of violence, and the Congress Socialist Party, well-
 represented in Bombay, seems to have played the main role in this
 shift.23 Toward the end of 1942 the authority of the Bombay group
 became less and less compelling, and Hutchins has concluded that
 the Bombay office eventually 'exercised no real authority.' It did,
 however, continue to play an important part in co-ordinating the
 flow of information among the increasingly provincialized and
 localized centers of the movement, both through its cyclostyled
 publications and its success in convening meetings of underground
 leaders at various places around the country. Apart from its
 increasingly violent proposals, which were unattractive to many
 Congressmen, the failure of the Bombay group to maintain its control
 over the movement can be attributed to its presumption: while it
 referred to itself as the 'Central Directorate' or 'AICC,' the bulk of
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 QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT 19

 the real AIWC and AICC leadership was in prison. In general the
 embarrassment caused by the enforced silence of imprisoned Congress
 leaders - especially Gandhi - led the movement's publicists into
 expedients of interpretation. As Hutchins has noticed, 'everyone acted
 on his own authority, and interpreted Gandhi according to his own
 lights - and desires. Gandhi's name was freely quoted on fugitive
 leaflets, and his vague general instructions were placed at the head of
 detailed plans for sabotage'.24 These remarks apply well to the
 publications of the Bombay group, which presented its directives as
 Gandhian in character, even though as early as the end of August
 1942 direct attacks on police stations and tax-collection offices -
 attacks sure to result in shooting and violence - were advocated. The
 link between Gandhian thought and these provocative directives seems
 to have been provided by Gandhi's ambiguous mantra, 'Do or Die';
 this slogan could be interpreted as requiring self-sacrifice on a large
 scale. It is true that on past occasions Gandhi had spoken of mass
 death as a possible concomitant of the forthcoming movement, e.g.:
 'I have made up my mind that it would be a good thing if a million
 people were shot in a brave and non-violent rebellion against British
 rule,'25 but this was not a common theme in his discourse and can
 perhaps be dismissed as rhetoric. Nonetheless, the Bombay 'AICC'
 seems to have seized upon the literal notion of doing and dying for its
 own purposes. The following excerpt from a late August 1942 'AICC'
 directive will perhaps convey their logic:

 ... how shall we infuse in our people the determination to face [police]
 firings and yet not retaliate in kind [?] In the earlier stages, hundreds
 will have to be ready to die, but when that is done, the end will not be
 far off when considerable sections of the military and police refuse to
 shoot or when, after the necessary non-violent strength is acquired,
 the people start disarming the government forces without killing the
 personnel. The organisation of non-violence is pre-eminently the
 question of a thousand or so self-chosen martyrs in all the country.26

 Here 'Do or Die' has been interpreted to require at least a thousand
 deaths as a tactic for disarming the armed forces. It is difficult to
 believe the task could be performed so inexpensively - in the event
 more than 1,000 persons were shot between August and December
 1942 - let alone that such confrontation would be advocated by
 Gandhi.

 In time, and especially after the escape from prison in November
 1942 of the Congress Socialist leader, Jayaprakash Narayan, less was
 said by the 'AICC' about the martyrdom of Congress volunteers and
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 20 SOCIAL SCIENTIST

 more made of the need to kill the enemy.27 Bombay underground
 publications in 1943 began to advocate the formation of guerilla
 squads and armed cadres, while manuals on bomb construction and
 sabotage were turned out. Eventually, Jayaprakash had to admit
 that his methods were not really Gandhi's. In one 1943 underground
 publication, reacting to criticism of his extreme methods, Narayan
 asserted that

 every fighter for freedom is free to choose his own method. Those
 who believe in similar methods should work together as a disciplined
 group. And the least that those who follow a different path should do
 is not to come in the way of one another and waste their energies in
 mutual recrimination.28

 Whatever the merits of this view, it clearly set aside the long-
 standing restraints on secret, deliberated violence which had been
 the Congress policy in going into the Quit India movement, thereby
 rendering doubtful the claim of the Bombay group that it was the
 legitimate voice of the Congress organization.

 The second category of underground publications included
 handbills, pamphlets and other brief materials designed to focus
 attention on an issue or group or action at a particular time and
 place. An early example was a handbill circulated in Bombay on the
 very day of Gandhi's arrest, August 9. It was addressed to students,
 and a few lines will give its tone.

 This is our final struggle for freedom ... Let us put up that resistance
 which will dislocate the entire machinery of the government. The
 students elsewhere in India have done the same thing. The student
 community of Bombay shall not lag behind .... Therefore, students,
 the back-bone of Indian aspirations, should fight and FIGHT until
 India is FREE. No 'power on earth is going to give freedom to India,
 we shall have to snatch it from our imperialist foe.' DOWN WITH
 IMPERIALISM.29

 The sheet was signed Azad Student ('Free Student') and was
 evidently intended to get students involved in street demonstrations.
 Appeals to the student community were made from several quarters,
 it should be noted, for students had the lack of familial commitments,
 the energy, the mobility and presumably the political impulse to put
 themselves on the front line of struggle. In one Bombay 'AICC'
 publication students were asked to take up the role of underground
 publishers:

 The Government has suppressed all existing channels of publicity. It is
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 QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT 21

 for the students to explore fresh avenues ... Let them organise an
 information bureau ... They may print bulletins and leaflets of their
 own and distribute them in thousands among the people in the language
 or languages of the province as also in English. A group of students
 should be especially appointed for the publicity work. While the work
 of preparing bulletins and leaflets is to be entrusted to one group of
 students, another group, a much larger one, should be charged with
 the work of distributing them among all classes of people.30

 Whether students rose to the specific challenge is not known, but
 it certainly was the case that students spread themselves throughout
 urban and rural India, carrying the message of revolt in printed and
 oral fashion.31

 Other examples of ephemeral publications aimed at particular
 groups for particular purposes can be summarily indicated by noting
 their titles. The following pamphlets were seized during a raid on a
 clandestine Congress office in Calcutta at the end of August 1942: (i)
 'To British and American Soldiers,' (ii) 'An Apeal to the Members in
 Government Service,' (iii) 'Labourers on the Way to Freedom,' (iv)
 'An Appeal to the Workers of Bengal,' (v) 'Sepoys, You Are Our
 Brothers,' (vi) 'To All Employees of the Tata Iron and Steel Company,'
 and (vii) 'Bravo Police Constables of India.'32 As can be inferred,
 these pamphlets were intended to disengage the loyalties of workers
 in government service and private industry and transfer them to the
 Congress.

 Two pamphlets which have been described by Mathur, namely
 'Fasting of Gandhiji and the Duty of Indians' and 'Mahatma Gandhi
 is on the Way to Death and the Duty of the Indians,' both from Bengal,
 drew attention to the presumption - a presumption shared by British
 officials - that Gandhi would die of fasting in February 1943. These
 pamphlets called on the public to observe February 17 as a day of
 protest and mourning.33 (As it happened, Gandhi did not die and
 gave up his fast after 21 days in early March.) Another, final example
 of ephemeral local literature is the following, rather striking, handbill
 issued by the Cuttack Congress Committee in Orissa in November
 1942:

 'Live Dangerously' ought to be the motto of every young man of India.
 Live life to the fullest and best effect. Dragging life to the last possible
 second isn't living life to the best effect. The nearer the bone, the
 sweeter the meat. The best of life lies nearest to the edge of death. So
 be up and doing. The Congress has sent its clarion call. Mahatmaji is
 in jail - rotting in a British dungeon. It is up to you, young sons of
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 22 SOCIAL SCIENTIST

 India, to take up arms and march abreast. No young man is worth his
 salt who hesitates and falters. Remember the Battle of Balasore. The

 hour has struck. Leap the parapet. 'Rise like lions after slumber in
 unvanquishable number!'34

 The bombastic language of this handbill is not unusual for the
 period, arising in part perhaps from the use of English for sentiments
 that may have sounded more sincere in the vernacular. The authors,
 however, were not being insincere in asking youths to live 'nearest to
 the edge of death,' for, as has been noted, self-sacrifice was a major
 motif in the movement. Yet the militarist rhetoric here - 'Take up
 arms,' 'Leap the parapet,' etc. - rings false. There were neither arms
 nor parapets; indeed, there were no pitched battles. The so-called
 Battle of Balasore was a series of typically disastrous encounters
 between unarmed crowds of Congress sympathizers and police parties
 in September and October 1942; dozens of persons were killed and
 many more wounded by police firing, and the crowds were always
 dispersed.35

 What this handbill tells us, then, is that underground publications
 in some cases employed pungent but vainglorious rhetoric to
 encourage public participation in acts of rebellion that were
 increasingly futile. By the end of September 1942, in fact, the Quit
 India movement seems no longer to have been a mass movement,
 and it was mostly sustained thereafter by small, dispersed groups of
 professional revolutionaries who hid in a handful of rural enclaves.36
 Thus from late September 1942 through the fag end of the movement
 in September 1944, the revolutionaries had two related tasks: the
 first was to continue to inflict sabotage and disruption while evading
 capture by the authorities; the second was to hold or recapture the
 public support which had dwindled in the face of severe repression.
 It was, in part, to accomplish this latter task that a different, third
 kind of underground publication made its appearance - the newspaper
 or bulletin which employed a variety of journalistic devices to mobilize
 a shrinking political base.

 THE UNDERGROUND PRESS IN MIDNAPUR DISTRICT, BENGAL

 Scattered through the literature of the Quit India movement are
 references to irregularly issued clandestine newspapers and bulletins.
 Though usually cyclostyled (dittographed) and only a few pages in
 length, these publications were reflections of the mass press which
 had been the Congress's forte in the past. Some, such as the Bombay
 Province Bulletin, appear to have been continuations from the
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 QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT 23

 underground of journals which had flourished legally before August
 1942. Most, however, came into existence after the crackdown on
 Congress news-organs. A partial list of this type of publication
 includes the following titles: (i) Bombay Province Bulletin,37 (ii) Bengal
 Congress Bulletin,38 (iii) Free India,39 (iv) Free State of India
 Gazette,40 (v) War of Independence Bulletin,41 (vi) Do or Die
 Newsheet,42 (vii) Congress Gazette,43 in Bengali and English, (viii)
 Military Bulletin,44 and (ix) Biplahi,in Bengali. Unlike the
 underground publications mentioned earlier, these papers were
 oriented more toward building support for the movement than to
 coordinating specific rebellious activities. To do this the editors
 employed the established methods of liberal journalism - informing
 the reader in matters of fact, persuading him with arguments - but
 they had one advantage denied their legal models: they could publish
 whatever they chose without fear of the censor. How and to what
 extent editors exploited such freedom are interesting features of this
 underground genre.

 The one underground paper which I have closely examined is
 Biplabi ('The Revolutionary'), a Bengali publication that appeared
 more or less weekly in Tamluk sub-division of Midnapur district
 between September 1942 and late August 1944.45 After January 26,
 1943, Biplabi carried on its masthead the phrase 'Mouthpiece of the
 Tamluk National Government.' This so-called 'National Government'

 (jatiya sarkar) was an illegal Congress-led organization set up after
 the collapse in Tamluk of the initial phase of the Quit India movement
 in September 1942. Its leadership was drawn from the sub-divisional
 Congress committee, and it probably had fewer than 1,000 full-time
 adherents. The 'National Government' was relentlessly repressed,
 with many of its members going to jail. Nonetheless, it managed to
 carry on a variety of disruptive actions through 1943 and up to August
 1944, and it seems to have enjoyed some tacit middle-class and peasant
 support in the sub-division.46 The 'National Government' took
 propaganda seriously, appointing a 'Minister for Publicity' - Sri
 Prahlad Kumar Pramankik - who supervised the clandestine
 production of Biplabi and may well have been its editor.

 In content, Biplabi is one long record of disasters, both natural
 and man-made. Chief among the former was a devastating cyclone
 and tidal-wave which struck coastal Bengal in mid-October 1942,
 killing more than 14,000 persons and wrecking several hundred
 thousand huts in a 24-hour period. The man-made disasters included
 house-burnings, seizures of property, insults, rapes, beatings, torture
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 and illegal detention, all heaped on the rebels by ordinary police, by
 Intelligence Branch police forces and by army units stationed in camps
 all over the district after September 1942. Midnapur had a long
 tradition of terrorism and rebellion, and the crackdown was more
 severe there in 1942 than in other parts of Bengal.47 In addition, the
 Bengal famine of 1943-44 began earlier, struck more severely and
 lasted longer in Midnapur than in any other district in the province,
 and Biplabi reported the famine in detail.

 Apart from its value as a record of Tamluk's shattering experiences,
 Biplabi can be looked upon as an instrument for political mobilization.
 Political mobilization has been defined by Robert Kearney as 'not
 only drawing previously inert people into political action, but also
 maintaining or increasing intensities or frequencies of political
 involvement among persons who have already commenced political
 activities'.48 It is in this latter sense of trying to hold or increase the
 level of involvement that Biplabi was most important to the Tamluk
 Congress. The high-water mark of mobilization had been reached in
 late September 1942 when crowds of 5 to 10 thousand rallied under
 Congress direction to attack Tamluk police stations, government
 offices and landlords' courts; the looting and burning of these symbols
 of authority and collaboration were genuinely popular. But as was
 the case everywhere in India, the government quickly got the upper
 hand through force and intimidation. Thus the editor of Biplabi,
 who had contented himself in September with triumphant narratives
 of the rebel successes, had to work much harder subsequently to
 persuade his readers to take risks and make sacrifices. In October
 the full-time revolutionaries were driven into hiding and had to depend
 on their supporters for money, food and lodging and upon ordinary
 peasants for warnings about police and army movements. As the
 initiative shifted away from the Congress, followed by the
 hammerblows of cyclone and eventual famine, the editor's problem
 became one of converting suffering into political support. It was at
 this point that the liberty to publish whatever he liked began to show
 its strength. The writing in Biplabi became more complex and the
 pages were filled with arguments that were ironic, declamatory, logical,
 emotional and exhortative in turn.

 There were three themes which predominated in Biplabi - the
 criminal conduct of security forces, the 'beastliness' of the British
 and their minions, and the artifical or man-made origins of the Bengal
 famine. A brief examination of each will suggest the varied, and
 sometimes less than successful, tactics of the editor, who aimed not
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 just to report events otherwise ignored by the legal press but also to
 galvanize wavering supporters.

 In the absence of official records, it is still impossible to say
 whether or not police and army units stationed in Midnapur after
 September 1942 were deliberately ordered to terrorize the populace.
 But from the hundreds of accounts of police zulum - oppression,
 outrage and torture - recorded in Biplabi, it is difficult not to believe
 that terror was official policy. In the aftermath of Congress-led raids
 on four of the six police stations in Tamluk sub-division, security
 forces night and day pursued the Congress leaders who had co-
 ordinated the attacks. They were particularly easier to recover six
 guns and cartridges that had been looted from Sutahata thana [police
 station] on September 29. After the formation of the 'Tamluk National
 Government' in early 1943, police and army units broadened their
 aims to arrest hundreds of Congress supporters in dozens of villages.
 The most feared police activity was not arrest itself - Congress
 volunteers had often courted arrest and continued to do so during
 1943 and 1944 - but the dawn or midnight police raid on a suspect's
 house. Such raids exposed a suspect's family to beatings or worse,
 while property was at risk of being stolen or destroyed. Typical
 accounts from Biplabi are as follows:

 At 5 a.m. on October 10, 1942 the junior police daroga [subinspector]
 of Sutahata, accompanied by the dafadar [police corporal] of union
 no. 8 and twelve to fourteen soldiers, visited the house of Dr Janardan
 Hajra of Sijberya; they broke open the door and entered the house.
 Not finding Janardan Babu inside, the daroga came out, sprayed petrol
 and spirit over the roof with a syringe and set fire to the house. They
 allowed no one to come near the house to put out the fire. In the
 cowshed cows started wailing pitifully. Five cows, five goats, two
 cocks and one cat were burned alive in the fire. (October 11, 1942)

 On October 14, 1942 the senior daroga of Mahisadal police station,
 along with ten armed sepoys, raided the house of Sri Manidra Nath
 Samanta, a distinguished Congress worker of Chandipur, under the
 pretext of carrying out a search; they destroyed numerous chests and
 almirahs. On October 23, 1942 the same police party searched the
 house of Sri Hangsadhwaj Maiti of Bhabanipur village; he is a well-
 known Congress worker and vice-chairman of the Local Board. They
 beat up Sri Tamradhwaj Maiti and his son, Govinda Maiti, and kicked
 Bhaku Jana with their boots to extract information about the
 whereabouts of Hangsadhwaj Babu. During the search the police
 destroyed a lot of furniture and other articles and appropriated clothes
 woth Rs.50/. They knocked an idol of goddess Laksmi, the family
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 deity, from her throne and entered the temple of Hari [where they] ate
 up the altar offerings like goats. Next, the police party raided Bipin
 Bihari Mandal's house at Sitalpur, destroying a lot of property and
 appropriating two ornaments worth Rs. 25/ and Rs. 15/. (November
 6, 1942).

 Police arson of villagers' huts is remembered to this day in Tamluk
 and Contai as a terrible aspect of the 1942 movement, and one police
 daroga from Geokhali (Mahisadal) named Nalini Raha achieved a
 demon-like fame, being widely referred to as ghar-pora, that is, 'house-
 burner' Nalini Raha. He seems to have delighted in arson and other
 acts of intimidation and appeared frequently in the pages of Biplabi.
 On one occasion Raha tried to extract information from a suspect by
 pointing his revolver directly at the man's heart and declaiming, '1
 am Yama's messenger [i.e. the god of death's agent] - there is no
 escape for anybody who defies me.' (December 23, 1942)

 In time, as the police succeeded in arresting large numbers of
 Congress activists, Biplabi's attention shifted to torture and beatings
 in the police stations, to the squalid prison conditions, to the
 disposition of court cases, and to the hardships of families deprived
 of their earning members. In reporting these difficulties the editor
 strove to collect specific information, apparently relying upon a corps
 of informants in the various police districts of Tamluk as well as
 occasionally touring the sub-division himself. Biplabi published
 detailed lists of persons arrested, beaten, imprisoned, etc., as well as
 lists of items destroyed or stolen by the police and soldiers. Police
 and army officers were frequently named. In other words, Biplabi
 became something of a 'newspaper of record' in the matter of official
 oppression. It isn't difficult to suggest why this effort to collect
 detailed information was made - the rebel organization was
 anticipating a time when the tables would be turned and revolutionary
 justice would be done:

 Traitors beware! The memory of present martyrs, sons of the land
 who are now sacrificing their lives at the sacred and holy altar of
 freedom, as well as our past and future martyrs, will remain refulgent
 forever. But a day will come in the not too distant future when those
 men who have been content to lick the foreigners' boots and to kill or
 aid in killing our brave, non-violent soldiers with the murderous
 weapons of the British government, or the descendants of these boot-
 licking beasts, will have to beg for their lives on bended knees. But
 coming too late, their begging will probably be of no avail. Their
 sufferings will end only in their death-beds, prepared by the mortal
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 fury of the young. With the burning up of the British Government
 (that living manifestation of accumulated vice which,is engaged in
 today's fiery and terrible world-destroying dance), the bodies of these
 traitors will also turn to ashes on the funeral pyre. Trembling in the
 violent storm of an approaching new era, the British are now faced
 with inevitable death. A rebellious India, bearing the tornado of
 revolution, is well advanced on the bloody path of victory! The soldiers
 are marching forward! The devil beware! (October 11, 1942)

 Beyond simply recording the extent of official repression, Biplabi
 was obliged to explain why these tragic events were occurring. A
 favored theme, racial in essence, was that the suffering imposed on
 the Bengalis of Tamluk was due to the 'demonism' or 'beastliness'
 (poisaciki) of the British.49 It was argued that no act was too low or
 forbidden or unnatural for Britons. The crucial demonstration of

 'beastliness' in Tamluk was the frequent report of rape, for rape was
 positive proof of the fundamentally sub-human nature of the British
 and their minions. Two examples of Biplabi's editorializing on this
 subject will convey the flavor of these arguments:

 Can our rulers, the white barbarians and their dark dogs, realize the
 high value that the Hindus of India attach to the chastity of women,
 when in their own country married women and young girls of
 respectable families spend their nights at army camps to gratify the
 lust of soldiers? Their behaviour suggests that in their society and
 even in their own families they behave like billygoats towards their
 mothers, aunts, daughters, etc ... In a vast country like India there is
 no dearth of jungles inhabited by wild beasts. It is from these jungles
 that the foreign King of Beasts [i.e. the British] has picked out animal-
 men [i.e. Indian collaborators] to carry out his work. There is no good
 reason to include these animal-men in the category of human beings in
 India. (January 25, 1943)

 We hear a lot of stories about Japanese Barbarism from the lips of
 British publicists, but can there be anything comparable to such acts of
 British bestiality? Warring nations have set up many deplorable acts
 of barbarism, but the King of Beasts continues to maintain his
 supremacy in all forms of beastliness. Under no circumstances can
 the molestation of women be supported. Nevertheless, there have been
 countless instances of soldiers, bestial with lust and fired up with a
 victor's boisterousness, who molest women in occupied areas after a
 fierce battle. But beyond all comparison is the goat-like lust of the
 British lion, represented in India by Britons who fatten on the food of
 our land and who also make proclamation by beat of the drums that
 they have taken a great vow to defend our freedom from the attacks of
 an imaginary enemy. (November 23, 1943)
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 It goes without saying that such language could not have appeared
 in the Indian press under ordinary circumstances. Yet it was not in
 Tamluk alone that such imagery and allegations appeared during the
 Quit India movement. Hutchins remarks that rebels throughout India
 were concerned about the problem of rape, and he argues that the
 1942 struggle unleashed deep-seated Indian fears that British 'lust,'
 hitherto in check, would erupt uncontrollably.50 The metaphor of
 'the rape of Mother India,' a staple of the early nationalists who had
 employed it 'to induce Indians to respond to a political challenge as
 they would to a family insult,'51 was transformed in 1942 by
 allegations of actual rape as a deliberate means of terror. Presumably
 this sudden transformation of rape from an abstraction to a reality
 generated great anger; in any case Biplabi's editor published account
 after account of rape. A sampling of such accounts is given here
 from the November 23, 1942 issue:

 Outrage of Women's Modesty: Bestial Activities of Man-Beasts

 At 8 pm on October 26, Nalini Raha, the Central Intelligence Division
 daroga [sub-inspector], accompanied by about 40 soldiers and
 purporting to carry out searches, committed extensive looting and
 oppression at Laksya village in Union no. 11 within Mahisadal police
 district. Hearing of the arrival of the police party, a lady (36 years old)
 came out of her house [presumably to take shelter elsewhere]; two of
 the soldiers who found her alone raped her.

 The next day, the same party of police indulged in violations of women's
 modesty and searched many houses in Chandipur village. The soldiers,
 finding three solitary women in three different houses, raped all of
 them; each woman was raped successively by two or three of the
 soldiers. The women were found lying unconscious late in the morning.

 On November 12 a company of soldiers raided Barada village in Union
 no.3 in Tamluk police district, where they made an attempt to outrage
 the modesty of a young woman.

 At 11 pm on October 6, 1942 a number of men and women, who were
 passengers travelling without tickets on the Down Puri Express, were
 dragged from the train by the Travelling Ticket Inspector at Mecheda
 station. When the train departed, the soldiers on duty at the station
 herded the men and women away from the station and severely beat
 the men, who ran away from the village. The soldiers held back two
 women, aged 18 to 20 years, and later raped them. The next morning
 villages found these two women lying unconscious near the railway
 tracks and carried them to the station, whence they were sent to the
 Satragachi Hospital by the railway employees.
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 At 9 pm on October 9, a 36 year-old woman of Bargechya village was
 assaulted by a group of soldiers while walking along the railway tracks
 on her way home. It is reported she was raped successively by six
 soldiers of the same group which raped two women elsewhere.

 Similar accounts were published well into 1944, the alleged villains
 being usually British soldiers but also, with increasing frequency,
 Muslim policemen or sepoys.52

 As early as October 11, 1942 Biplabi gave specific instructions in
 self-defence to village women, as follows:

 We are ... warning the people of our sub-division that four or five
 women should gather together and stay in one room as soon as their
 village is visited by a police party; should there be a lesser number of
 women in any particular house, then the women of that house must
 run to their neighbour's house, as previously agreed upon, and four or
 five of them should remain in each room. The women should always
 carry with them bati [a common household knife], katari [a short,
 thick, sickle-shaped knife for cutting bamboo], daggers, etc. Whenever
 a police party approaches women, the latter must then and there attack
 the party, all together, with great force. They must not let any of the
 man-beasts touch any part of their bodies as long as they are alive.
 The dignity of motherhood must be preserved in this manner, and our
 women-folk must remain firmly resolved. We also warn our men not
 to run away, leaving their women behind, when they see a police party.
 Let them lay down their lives before being witnesses to any indignities
 inflicted on motherhood. This has been the advice given to Indians by
 our sages many, many years ago.

 In subsequent issues of Biplabi the reader finds that Tamluk
 women adopted the suggestions made here for self-defense and
 succeeded in a number of cases in warding off would-be attackers.

 It cannot be overlooked that both men and women were urged in
 the previous passage to repel rapists with violence, in fact, to kill
 them. The editor of Biplabi, and indeed the entire 'Tamluk National
 Government' for which Biplabi spoke, were Gandhians, followers of
 non-violence (ahimsa), and thus unable openly to advocate murder.
 When it came to resisting rape, however, Biplabi was soundly based
 in Gandhian doctrine, for the Mahatma had often advocated the
 defence of women's honor by violent means if necessary.53 It thus
 becomes more understandable why Biplabi gave such prominence to
 rape and why the theme of British 'beastliness' was reiterated: in
 raising these issues it was encouraging the Bengalis of Tamluk to
 remember that 'ahimsa is not to be equated with cowardice.'54
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 A question which naturally arise is whether the rapes reported in
 Biplabi really occurred - perhaps they were simple fabrications to get
 around the inconvenient Gandhian prohibition of violence and thereby
 to raise the temperature of the struggle? Hutchins, for one, lays
 emphasis on the fear of large-scale rape as a characteristic anxiety of
 the Quit India rebels without committing himself whether there really
 were atrocities of this sort committed all over India.55 In the case of

 Bengal, there seems little doubt that numerous rapes actually occurred;
 the details given in Biplabi are specific and corroborating documents
 can be provided.s6 In early 1943, under the pressure of repeated
 demands in the Bengal Legislative Assembly for an inquiry into official
 misconduct in Midnapur, the Fazlul Huq ministry agreed to a judicial
 investigation. This investigation was quashed, probably by the
 Governor, Sir John Herbert, but in the meantime the Congress had
 collected affidavits from women who had been attacked.57

 In the course of 1942 and 1943 there were numerous other themes

 which lent themselves to Biplabi's purposes. Some examples were
 the misuse of post-cyclone relief supplies; the anti-Hindu conduct of
 local officials, most of whom were Muslims; the inevitability of the
 Allies' military defeat; the evil character of Bengali ministers; the
 Communists' collaboration, etc. The freedom to publish without
 censorship often led to very sharp language, spiced with sarcasm and
 homely proverbs, always tending to the same conclusion: the need
 for freedom-loving Bengalis to unite behind the Congress to drive the
 British and their native lackeys -from power. Limitations of space
 forbid examining each of these, but there was one issue so important
 that it cannot be overlooked - the famine, which began in Midnapur
 as early as December 1942. Biplabi hammered away at the argument
 that the British had deliberately fostered the famine.

 The 1943-44 Bengal famine was undoubtedly one of the great
 tragedies of modern times; official estimates place the 1943-44 death
 toll at 1.5 million, while a more expansive view of the long-term
 impact up to 1946 suggests that perhaps 3.5 million died from
 starvation and related diseases.s8 Tamluk and Contai sub-divisions

 of Midnapur were among the very worst affected. The fact that the
 famine originated in large part because of the government's disruption
 of the paddy market, and also because of the niggardliness of official
 relief, was terribly obvious to the inhabitants of Midnapur, and Biplabi
 was in a position to scrutinize the horrifying consequences close-up.
 Accounts of out-migrations, sales of assets, food dacoities and related
 crimes, hunger-suicides, sales of children, abandonment of dependants
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 and so on were frequently printed, along with many names of those
 who died of simple starvation or disease. As was the case with the
 accounts of police and army repression, however, Biplabi strove to
 go beyond mere recitation of suffering to provide an explanation of
 its origin; further, Biplabi aimed to convince the reader that only by
 joining the Congress revolt would there be any hope of a solution.
 The following extracts suggest the variety of arguments employed to
 drive home this essential conclusion:

 The extreme misery in the country due to the famine, [which was]
 deliberately created by the British, takes on a more terrible aspect in
 Midnapur because cyclone and flood have joined hands with the British.
 Yet there is no limit to the devilry of the British. On the one hand,
 relief is being given in a variety of forms; on the other hand, four times
 the amount [of relief] is being collected [as revenue]. Not a single
 piece of tax has been remitted in the flood or drought-affected areas
 of Midnapur - the same Midnapur where the occurrence of famine has
 been communicated right up to England by the beat of drums. The
 result is that the zamindars [landlords] are filing umpteen suits [for
 rent] and executing court decrees. How can the tenants contest the
 cases when they have nothing to eat? The money they get for relief
 they use to pay their taxes for fear of becoming refugees. In such
 anarchic conditions, looting is practiced with both hands by the police,
 by soldiers, and by all classes of British officials, to the extent of lakhs
 of rupees... We are truly amazed at the display of forbearance by our
 countrymen! Is it not a thousand times better to storm the enemy's
 camps and drive him across the seas than to suffer such unbearable
 oppression and die a slow death ....? How many people will die of
 bullets? And how many are on the verge of death from starvation?
 (May 15, 1943)

 This line of rhetorical questioning became more insistent by the
 following July:

 Inhabitants of Tamluk! If die you must, then why condemn yourself
 to a slow death made painful by the pangs of hunger? Instead, let us
 submerge this devilish administration in the sea by facing bullets like
 heroes. The famine will kill everybody, but how many among 750,000
 people [the estimated population of Tamluk] will be killed by bullets?
 Those who die will be honoured as heroes and those who live will live

 in independent Tamluk, their bellies stuffed with food. If you fail to
 do this then there will be not a soul left alive to eat even a single grain
 of the unripe paddy ....How can you live for six months [i.e. until the
 next winter harvest] when there is not enough rice in the house for six
 days?
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 .....The British, who have ruined our villages and converted our golden
 country into a cremation ground, will then come along with hirelings
 and loot all the ripe paddy that you have cultivated with such labour
 and care. Just think it over, whether it is better to let this happen or
 drive off the devil and try to live as a free man with the right to enjoy
 the fruit of one's labour.....(July 5, 1943)

 By September 1943, when the famine had reached its height,
 Biplabi tried once again to rouse its readers by attacking the
 government's winter-paddy purchase scheme; the motive was to
 convince the reader that famine was going to be perpetrated again
 deliberately.

 The blood in one's breast turns to water [idiom] to think of the two or
 three terrible months that lie ahead, when one knows not how many
 lakhs of people are going to die in Midnapur. There is practically no
 aus [August-September paddy] crop in the district. Little has been
 cultivated this year, while the time for harvesting the aman [December-
 January paddy] crop is far off. One doesn't know whether these crops
 will be snatched away like last year or be harvested and taken home.
 But as this very moment a vulture-like glance is being cast on Midnapur
 by our bloodsucking, ogre-like administration .... Can you figure out
 now the devil's calculated strategy? Do you realise why we are
 forewarning you? Nearly half the population has died from famine
 this year; is it your intention - those of you who survive - to be wiped
 out completely in next year's famine by selling your paddy to outsiders?
 If all of you die, who then will remain to enjoy the benefits of your
 land, your property and your ancestral homestead? ..... We repeat:
 Inhabitants of Midnapur! Beware! Some few will survive and be spared
 death till the ripening of the new paddy. Others may [manage to] save
 their property but only by selling the food they require for their daily
 meals. But for whose enjoyment will they have saved the property if
 they themselves die? Since death is unavoidable, why this hesitation?
 Stand up and try to live like a human being in utter disregard to the
 enemy's devilry. Unite and take courage. Utter the words
 'Bandemataram,' and you shall gather courage in your breast.
 (September 11, 1943)

 The weakness of these stern exhortations was that they were
 addressed to a population already overwhelmed by starvation, disease,
 natural disasters and police violence; the call to sacrifice oneself was
 redundant in a setting where perhaps 10 percent of the inhabitants
 were dead or dying and another 25 percent had drifted away in search
 of food and shelter. These exhortations in Biplabi failed to rouse or
 rally resistance to the paddy-procurement scheme, a result that is
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 very evident from the bitter tone of many editorials. In fact, the editor
 took to mocking or berating his readers. In the July 5, 1943 issue he
 set the following verses at the head of the paper:

 You fight among yourselves with sticks
 While the robber from across the sea loots your paddy;
 Your heads are stuffed with cow-shit and the jackal breaks
 open the jack-fruit on your skull.

 This pithy Bengali idiom - to break a jackfruit on someone's skull
 calls to mind a person so unutterably stupid that anything can be

 done to him.

 By late 1943, the editor of Biplabi was occupied with countering
 the exhaustion and demoralization which were widespread even
 among the 'National Government' revolutionaries, but he did so in
 language that again betrayed his exasperation:

 The same question is heard on everyone's lips: How many more days?
 Our countrymen and our worker-friends all ask this question. Brothers!
 We ask you, is the struggle for freedom like buying candies and sweets
 that are stuffed in your mouth, one after another? After all, how long
 have you been fighting? The rebellion only recently saw its sixteenth
 month. And of this, how many days have you actually been fighting?
 How many among you have laid down your lives? During these 16
 months 10,000 have died from natural causes in Tamluk, and at least
 20,000 have died of starvation. But have you realized that only 45
 persons have died and 1,500 been imprisoned in the cause of the
 rebellion? .... It is we who are idle and lazy, who judge everything in
 terms of our self-interest and who ask 'How many more days?' Such a
 question never arises for those who are fighters worthy the name, whose
 hands are full of work and who are forging ahead .... (December 5,
 1943)

 Despite these sour notes, Biplabi continued to experiment in 1944
 with varying issues, symbols and rhetorical styles to discover what
 would prove effective in maintaining and gathering political support.
 In addition to political and economic issues, there were sentimental
 ones, such as the death of Kasturba Gandhi, and the anniversaries of
 historic events, such as the massacred at Jallianwalla Bagh. The
 communal temptation was not always resisted, and many bitter
 passages alleged Muslim complicity with, or instigation of, official
 violence against the rebels. The very variety of these themes, however,
 suggests that Biplabi was becoming less effective. In any case, the
 movement dwindled, especially as third and fourth-rank leaders took
 over from senior colleagues who were more and more often captured.
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 By mid-1944 the main news in Biplabi was that the leaders of the
 'National Government' were offering themselves for arrest in
 individual acts of satyagraha (principled civil disobedience).

 CONCLUSION

 This discussion of varied genres and themes in the underground
 literature suggests that the texts and contexts were nearly inseparable,
 that what was written changed from time to time and place to place
 in accord with the rebels' changing prospects. There was no common
 propaganda scheme for what was, after all, a highly decentralized
 movement. Having said this, there nevertheless was a consistency to
 much of this literature, which was Gandhian through and through.
 Everyone who has studied the events of 1942 - from British intelligence
 officers at the time to latterday historians - has emphasized Gandhi's
 role in forcing the Quit India resolution upon a reluctant Congress
 leadership. Few, however - Francis Hutchins is the exception - have
 noticed that Gandhian conceptions circumscribed the movement even
 after Gandhi's arrest. While it is customary to point out that this
 supposedly non-violent movement soon became very violent, the
 contradiction between non-violence in theory and violence in practice
 had been a regular feature of the earlier national satyagrahas which
 the Mahatma himself had led. Indeed, it was Gandhi's recognition
 of this fact, and his acquiescence in the prospect of violence in the
 proposed campaign, which had so alarmed the Government of India
 in the months just before August 1942.59 Thus the outburst of rioting,
 sabotage and bombing which followed Amery's August 10, 1942
 speech did not necessarily make the ensuing movement any the less
 Gandhian. In any case it was not ahimsa which was Gandhi's
 distinctive contribution to the movement in 1942; much more
 characteristic was the precept 'Do or Die,' the call for ultimate
 sacrifices in what was intended to be 'the final struggle.' (See
 appendix). A good deal of the underground literature seems to have
 been written with this precept in mind, despite the fact that Gandhi
 had never publicly explained the significance of his 'mantra.'

 'Do or Die' came to mean 'Do and Die' almost at once, and the
 deliberate encouragement of martyrdom was a principal theme in
 underground publications. One of the August 1942 'AICC' directives
 (above) held that 'the organisation of non-violence is pre-eminently
 the question of a thousand or so self-chosen martyrs.' A Cuttack
 Congress handbill of November 1942 (above) assured Oriya youths
 that 'the best life lies nearest the edge of death' and that they should
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 'live dangerously.' The December 5, 1942 Biplabi (above) asked
 pointedly, 'How many of you have laid down your lives?' Inherent
 in these provocative lines is the notion that political struggle and self-
 immolation go hand in hand. There was agreement on this not only
 among avowed Gandhians but in the socialist wing of the Congress
 as well. Thus Jayaprakash Narayan instructed students in 1943 that
 'there are times when the individual must die so that the nation might
 live and civilisation endure. The present is one of such times, we
 must die, suffer, immolate ourselves now so that our nation might
 live and come into its own....'60

 The fostering of this characteristic idea - doing by dying - presented
 Congress journalists with a problem not dissimilar to that faced by
 Allied and Axis propagandists in other parts of the world. Yet the
 Gandhian approach to patriotic sacrifice could not invoke or justify
 battlefield casualties; ideally, a Gandhian martyr died singly, preferably
 in public, as in the fulfilment of a vow. Thus Biplabi saved its eulogies
 for rebels who walked directly and unarmed into police gunfire or
 who died in detention:

 In the freedom struggle for the motherland a twenty year-old student
 of class 10 of Sakur, Hemu Kalini, sacrificed his life on the hangman's
 scaffold of the robber administration. Students of Tamluk! Listen to

 the eagerness with which they are calling you - the one who immolated
 himself at the altar of the Mother and the brave boys of Tamluk who
 joyfully accepted death by baring their chests to bullets. (February 25,
 1943)

 When the alternative strategy of carrying death to the enemy was
 voiced - such as Jayaprakash's arguments in favor of guerilla attacks
 on British targets - it was defensively phrased, for the Gandhians had
 already set the terms of the debate. Successful aggressive action was
 disesteemed. Thus despite the initial success of massed attacks on
 police stations in Tamluk, the heroes according to Biplabi were not
 the Congress leaders of the huge crowds - and certainly not the People
 - but the handful of innocents, women and children mowed down by
 police firing.61 In similar fashion, mortality from starvation, disease
 or disaster, while not so estimable as martyrdom, was nonetheless
 understood and valued as a politically meaningful kind of sacrifice.
 Biplabi managed to see in mass mortality the evidence for an
 approaching cataclysm (pralaya) which would mark an end to the
 era of British rule. For example, when the October 1942 cyclone
 burst on Bengal in the middle of the great Hindu holiday of Durga-
 puja, the concatenation of the goddess' ritual and natural disaster
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 was explicated by Biplabi as follows;

 Unlike other occasions, puja was not observed just with leaves and
 flowers and sandalwood-paste this year; this year her sons observed
 the puja by offering blood flowing from their veins. The altar offerings
 at the puga this year were lakhs [hundreds of thousands], nay crores
 [tens of millions] of young lives. Crores of her children were prepared
 to lay down their lives as lotus offerings at her feet; that is why the
 Mother has responded to their invocation. She has manifested herself
 in the form of devastation because it is her intention to create a new

 world after destroying her cowardly children, immersed in sin and
 battered in poverty and misery. From the ruins of this devastation
 there will emerge a new nation that will liberate India after annihilating
 the British, a people steeped in sins of all description. Ma bhoi! Ma
 bhoi! Ma bhoi! [Have no fear!] (October 26,1942)

 The political use of imagery from Bengali religious culture long
 antedates the Quit India movement, and there is nothing novel in
 this imagery being employed for the immediate aims of the Tamluk
 rebellion. Mass mortality is evidence for the end of an epoch just as
 individual self-sacrifice is proof of one's devotion to the deity,
 according to certain popular, if harrowing, strands of Bengali thought.
 In 1942 and 1943 these ideas and images may well have served to
 make present death meaningful while preparing the Bengalis for future
 losses. Yet it is notable that Biplabi was erratic in placing the emphasis
 now on individual acts of martyrdom, now on the goddess' purposeful
 mayhem. This alternation may simply reflect the double constituency
 which Biplabi tried to address: on the one hand, a small group of
 dedicated revolutionaries running grave risks of imprisonment and
 torture and, on the other hand, a larger, more amorphous category of
 Congress fellow-travellers who were being asked for material support
 in the midst of great scarcity and suffering.

 It might be thought that two years of repression and disaster in
 Midnapur would have weaned the Tamluk rebels away from
 Gandhian standards of political conduct. The flow of bulletins from
 ever more violence-prone underground groups elsewhere in India must
 have tempted them to alter their methods, and there are hints here
 and there in Biplabi that the 'National Government' was divided by
 disagreement over tactics. Certainly the death threats made against
 Indian 'lackeys' and 'bootlickers' and the occasional incitement of
 communal hatred in the pages of Biplabi would not have been allowed
 in a Congress paper in ordinary times. Yet the Tamluk rebels, by
 their own account, kept the faith. They may have been encouraged
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 to do so by the timely arrival in late March 1943 of a clandestine
 message from Gandhi, the first to be received by underground
 revolutionaries - indeed, by anyone - since August 1942 (see appendix).
 In this communication rebels everywhere in India could find an
 endorsement of their continued activity and even some exculpation
 for any deliberated violence. For instance,

 those who seek freedom [Gandhi was reported to have argued from
 his place of imprisonment] are bound to put up opposition, there is no
 room for dispute about it. But the trend of declaring humble submission
 to the oppressor while 'chewing a twig with one's teeth' [idiom
 suggesting unconcern, playfulness], which is observable all over the
 country, cannot be permitted at all. If they decide to oppose by violent
 means, let them not associate my name or that of the Congress with
 their violence. That would be a distortion of the truth. All my life I
 have - I even do now - condemned violence in any form and in all
 circumstances. [Yet] my name and that of Congress have been
 invariably connected with every act of violence that has erupted
 everywhere following my arrest along with other leaders. What greater
 slander can there be than this? I cannot be accused of having played
 down violence because this is against my nature and I am not made of
 such mettle. I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that if some
 people have resisted by violent means, of what significance is this as
 compared to the well-organised and wide-spread violence of the bestial
 administration? It is just like the violence of the mouse against the cat.
 As long as I am not equally entitled to criticize the terrible violence
 perpetrated by the government in the name of law and defence, I cannot
 deplore violent acts that may have been committed by my countrymen

 This reads almost like a manifesto and no doubt strengthened the
 determination of underground workers of all stripes.

 When Gandhi was at last released in May 1944, however, he
 changed his tune and roundly criticized the whole underground
 movement, not only for its violence but also for its secrecy, sabotage
 and for the dissemination of unauthorized publications. Underground
 rebels were urged to give themselves up to the police and asked to
 accept the view that imprisonment voluntarily undergone actually
 helped the freedom movement.62 There was no protest from Biplabi
 nor even a hint that Gandhi's pronouncement had put the rebels in
 an untenable position. In Midnapur the movement sputtered on, but
 when Gandhi demanded on August 5, 1944 that all Congress rebels
 surrender to the authorities, the Midnapur cadres complied.63 In the
 final issue of Biplabi the remaining leaders simply announced the
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 end of the 'Tamluk National Government,' explaining that 'the
 Mahatma is our one and only leader - there can be no question of
 working beyond the limits of his directives' (August 27, 1944).

 Gandhi began the Quit India movement almost single-handedly
 and it was he who closed the book on it. Those who had clearly
 transgressed, like Jayaprakash Narayan, were doubly humbled, first
 being captured and jailed (till 1946) by the British, then being openly
 criticized by the Mahatma.64 Given the premise that the Quit India
 movement was to a great extent an expression of Gandhian aims and
 principles - the necessity of fixing his name even to 'detailed plans for
 sabotage' gives the game away - we must revise the earlier assertion
 that underground journalists published whatever they pleased.
 Though external censorship was thrown off, there were self-imposed
 limits. The journalistic problem was to find effective themes and
 symbols to mobilize political support without transgressing accepted
 Gandhian practices and principles. Fortunately, as a consequence of
 decades of writing, publishing and speaking, Gandhi had himself
 already identified an enormous pool of themes and symbols ready-
 made for political use. What the Quit India journalists were able to
 do was to push more deeply into these areas while relating them to
 the repressive events in the 1942-44 environment. For example, rape
 was an acknowledged concern of the Mahatma, a crime he held so
 heinous as to justify the use of violence. In 1942 and 1943 police and
 army forces were apparently committing rapes in Midnapur and
 perhaps elsewhere. A combination of the actual grievances, the well-
 known Gandhian position and unfettered journalism turned rape into
 a powerful mobilizing thleme in Midnapur. Village women organized
 themselves into self-defense units, while reports of the sexual
 misconduct of police and soldiers in Tamluk sub-division erupted on
 the floor of the Bengal Legislative Assembly. On the other hand,
 there were some journalistic efforts which feel flat. One of these was
 the repeated emphasis in many publications on military means of
 struggle and martial virtues. This failure arose, I suspect, from the
 complete absence of militaristic values or symbols in Gandhi's
 discourse, and it is all the more striking when one considers the almost
 contemporaneous appeal to Bengalis of Subhas Chandra Bose's Indian
 National Army.

 Two crude criteria thus emerge by which one can estimate the
 political effectiveness of particular themes and symbols in the
 underground literature of 1942-44. First, those themes and symbols
 which corresponded to real events or real sources of anxiety in the
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 environment probably fared better than those which were abstract
 or fanciful. Real rapes, real repression, real starvation. Second, those
 themes and symbols which built upon the acknowledged concerned
 of the Mahatma or which had become familiar in earlier Congress
 movements probably succeeded where unfamiliar themes and symbols
 - such as 'People's War,' 'leap the parapet,' 'stop the paddy-purchase
 scheme' - did not. Successful themes and symbols were subject to
 various permutations and thus appeared in realistic, ironic, allegorical,
 etc. guises, while the less successful ones tended to be exhortative
 and in time were abandoned. Inexperienced in the writing of direct
 revolutionary texts, the underground journalists of the Quit India
 movement no doubt made many unsuccessful experiments. Successes
 and failures alike, however, were set aside after August 1944, when
 Congress writers came out of hiding and returned to the familiar
 world of censorship and convention.

 APPENDIX: A 'NEW' MESSAGE FROM GANDHI

 The material quoted below appeared in the March 26, 1943 edition
 of Biplabi. It purports to be a prison conversation between Gandhi
 and unnamed 'leaders' during Gandhi's famous hunger-strike of
 February 10 - March 3, 1943. Its authenticity is not above question;
 no other account of it has been published, and in any case, as the
 Biplabi editor admits, it was quoted from memory because there were
 no facilities for writing it down. I hold it to be genuine. In the first
 place, it certainly sounds like Gandhian discourse - the peculiar mix
 of meekness and confident assertion, of homeliness and sublimity, is
 a good example of the Mahatma's style. Second, the conversation is
 concerned with the very problem which in the first few months of
 1943 was most worrisome to Gandhi, and which was indeed a
 principal cause of his fast: the repeated allegation in public by the
 Government of India that the violence connected with the Quit India
 rebellion had been premeditated and encouraged by Gandhi. In his
 pre-fast letters of January 19, January 29 and February 7 to the
 Viceroy, in his published interviews during the fast with Syed Abdullah
 Brelvi and Horace G. Alexander (carefully vetted by officials before
 release to the press) and in a post-fast statement preserved by G.D.
 Birla, Gandhi shows himself clearly stung by the accusation of
 planning and endorsing rebel violence (Collected Works, vol. 77, p.
 51-73). On the other hand, the 'new' message reproduced in Biplabi
 is considerably more indulgent of rebel violence in 1942 and 1943
 than any of Gandhi's expressions on the subject in the letters or
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 interviews just referred to. To argue, for example, that rebel violence
 against the government is like 'the violence of the mouse against the
 cat' is surely almost to forgive it. Gandhi's strongest warning to
 rebels here has also a certain casuistical ring to it - if they decide to
 use violent means, 'then let them not associate my name nor that of
 the Congress with their violence'. We should recall that the rebellion
 in Tamluk was waged in name by the 'National Government' although
 in fact by the Congress. It does not seem impossible, however, that
 the 'new' message published in Biplabi was in the nature of intimate
 counsel, never meant to be published but only to galvanize Congress
 workers all over India. It would be interesting to know how such a
 message, assuming its genuineness, was conveyed to Tamluk, but
 Biplabi is silent on that topic. While it appears to be the sole
 communication to the Tamluk rebels from Gandhi between August
 1942 and May 1944, the 'new' message was not the only example of
 information being published in Biplabi about Congress leaders and
 of the state of the rebellion outside Midnapur.

 A NEW MESSAGE FROM MAHATMAJI.

 It is nearly about eight months since the robber administration snatched
 away the most revered leader of our countrymen and confined him
 behind prison walls. Just before his arrest he said, 'Everyone is free to
 go to the fullest length under ahimsa. Complete deadlock by strikes
 and other non-violent means. Satyagrahis must go out to die, not to
 live. They must seek and face death. It is only when individuals go
 out to die that the nation will survive. We will do or die.' [Quoted
 directly from Collected Works, vol. 76, p.403, 'Message to the Country,'
 August 9, 1942.]

 For the last eight months we did not receive any further message from
 him. Recently leaders who had the opportunity of talking with him
 during his historic hungerstrike have brought back the following
 message, which they quoted from memory, not having facilities available
 for writing it down:

 'There has been a lot of change in my ideas about ahimsa during the
 last few months. I gave some indications of this in my articles in Harijan
 last year, and these have become clearer to me now. I found lapses in
 my previous thinking. Previously, I had the notion that my non-violent
 work could not be carried out if even a single person in the country
 was engaged in violent activity. But during the last six months I found
 that the whole world was immersed in violence; in the circumstances,
 how many eras can we wait before bringing non-violence into
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 operation? Therefore, I concluded that non-violence must be put into
 action at this very instant despite the continuation of violence. If the
 power which I claim to be inherent in ahimsa truly lies within it, then
 it should manifest itself right in the midst of this insane stream of
 violence. If our countrymen have truly and thoroughly accepted non-
 violence, if they are not slaves to the natural impulse to strike a blow
 for blow, if they do not make vain attempts to satisfy their grudges by
 abusing and cursing the enemy (these are things that generally occur),
 then by some means or other they will be able to demonstrate the
 applicability of non-violence. But if this ahimsa concept of mine is
 missing in them, then let them put up opposition as they choose. Those
 who seek freedom are bound to put up opposition, there is no room
 for dispute about it. But the trend of declaring humble submission to
 the oppressor while 'chewing a twig with one's teeth' [i.e. playfully,
 unconcernedly], which is observable all over the country, cannot be
 permitted at all. If they decide to oppose by violent means, then let
 them not associate my name or that of the Congress with their violence.
 That would be a distortion of truth.'

 'All my life I have - even now I do - condemned violence in any form
 and under all circumstances. [Yet] my name and that of the Congress
 have been invariably connected with every act of violence that has
 erupted anywhere following my arrest along with other leaders. What
 greater slander can there be than this? I cannot be accused of having
 played down violence because this is against my nature and I am not
 made of such mettle. I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that
 even if some people have resisted by violent means, of what significance
 is this as compared to the well-organised and widespread violence of
 the bestial administration? It is just like the violence of the mouse
 against the cat. As long as I am not equally entitled to criticize the
 terrible violence perpetrated by the government in the name of law
 and defence, I cannot deplore violent acts that may have been committed
 by my countrymen who have been pushed into the present situation. I
 truly cannot think of anything more violently against Truth than the
 ill - motivated campaign of vilification against myself and the Congress
 that is now being carried out in India and foreign countries by the
 British administration. They are doing this with a well-defined motive.
 They have a single objective, about which they have absolutely no
 intention of being secretive. They intend to win the war at all costs -
 and to achieve this end they will not be held back from any act, however
 mean. If this necessitates crushing and killing the Congress and its
 leaders, then kill them they will without fail. If truth is to be stifled -
 they will do it, without the slightest hesitation and not bothering about
 conscience at all. They will not think twice before teaching Gandhi
 and his rebellious followers a lesson even if it means the re-enactment

 41
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 of the 'black and tan' policy followed in Ireland or taking up the role
 of unmasked fascism. Linlithgow [the Viceroy] is pleased to know
 and declare that he has brought the situation under control - so much
 so that if looting were to take place even in Delhi, the capital, it might
 continue for three days or ten days or even for a month, but he would
 successfully re-establish administrative control on the 31st day. There
 are lakhs upon lakhs of destitutes in the country whom he can pay and
 make them his hirelings. There are the native princes who are ready to
 come to his aid. He is possessed of all manner of resources. Myself
 and other Congress leaders can be buried alive if he so wishes. But if
 the government really acts in this manner, if they really take me and
 the other leaders outside India and bury us alive and if, despite all this,
 no hatred is roused within me, only then do I remain undetracted from
 ahimsa. To the very last I shall stick to ahimsa, even if this entails
 violence against myself. This is the satyagrahi's ultimate weapon and
 it is unfailing. I want lakhs of people to rush forward to the Viceroy's
 palace, to commit hatakiri (sic) at the gates, to hang their heads against
 the steps and die, to pass away from hunger strikes or to be killed by
 bullets. To sum up - they should lay down their lives rather than
 consider the prevailing deadlock acceptable under any circumstances.
 What must be banished forever is the fear of death. Even if scores of

 my countrymen all around the country succumb to the government's
 violence and give up resistance, even then I shall remain the sole resister
 who will continue to fight against the oppressor and his followers all
 by myself, under all circumstances.

 NOTES

 A preliminary version of this essay was delivered in June 1980 at the Bengal Studies
 Conference at Oakland University in Rochester, Michigan. The author is grateful
 to Professor John Broomfield for certain suggestions and encouragement given at
 the conference. The article was first published in Modern Asian Studies, 17, 3
 (1983), pp. 353-386.

 1. Annie Besant observed that 'among the representatives [were] noted editors
 of well-known Indian newspapers, of the Dyan Prakash, The Quarterly
 Journal of the Poona Sarvajanik Sabha, The Maratha, The Kesari, The
 Nababibhakar, The Indian Mirror, The Nassim, The Hindustani, the Tribune,
 The Indian Union, The Spectator, The Indu Prakash, The Hindu [and] The
 Crescent....' Cited from How India Wrought for Freedom (1915) in B. Pattabhi
 Sitaramayya, The History of the Indian National Congress (Madras: Working
 Committee of the Congress, 1935), 1: 26-7. For the role of journalists in
 early Indian nationalism, see S. Natarajan, A History of the Press in India
 (Bombay: Asia, 1962), chs 12-13, and the more recent Prem Narain, Press
 and Politics in India, 1885-1905 (Delhi: Munshiram Manorharlal, 1970).

 2. N. Gerald Barrier, Baznned: Controversial Literature and Political Control in
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 British India, 1907-1947 (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1974).
 3. A general examination of the place of press freedom and other civil liberties

 in the nationalist movements can be found in Bharat Mishra, Civil Liberty
 and the Indian National Congress (Calcutta: Mukhopadhyay, 1969). It has
 not always been the case, despite stated principles, that Congress governments
 in power have allowed unbridled press freedom. Natarajan, speaking of the
 1930s, wryly noted that 'as experience of the Congress in power grew, Ithe
 pressl felt it was able to support the Congress in adversity much more than
 endure it in prosperity.' Natarajan, History of the Press in India, p. 235; see
 also Barrier, Banned, pp 140-2, 160-2. Nor can one overlook the spectacular
 repression of the press and abuse of other media during Mrs Gandhi's
 'Emergency' of 1975-77: see Soli Sorabjee, The Emergency, Censorship and
 the Press in India, 1975-77 (New Delhi: Central News Agency, 1977) and
 India, White Paper on Misuse of Mass Media during the Internal Emergency
 (New Delhi, 1977).

 4. The term 'Quit India' is itself an American journalist's invention, suitable
 for compact headlines; Gandhi's initial phrase for the movement was 'an
 orderly British withdrawal,' though he, too, in time used the journalists' tag.
 P. N. Chopra (ed.), Quit India Movement: British Secret Report [Wickenden
 Report, 1943] (Faridabad: Thomson Press, 1976), p. 10. Studies and
 documents on the Quit India movement have recently proliferated. For
 documents, in addition to Chopra just cited, there is Nicholas Mansergh
 and E. W. R. Lumby (eds), The Transfer of Power, vol. 2, 'Quit India,' 30
 April-21 September 1942 (London: HMSO, 1971), and Mohandas Gandhi,
 The Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi, vols. 76-78 (1942-44) (New Delhi:
 Government of India, Publications Division, 1979). Recent studies, based
 upon an examination of documents and interviews, are (i) F. G. Hutchins,
 Spontaneous Revolution, the Quit India Movement (Delhi: Manohar Book
 Service, 1971); (ii) A. Moin Zaidi, The Way Out to Freedom (New Delhi:
 Orientalia, 1973); (iii) A. C. Bhuyan, The Quit India Movement, the Second
 World War and Indian Nationalism (New Delhi: Manas, 1975); (iv) Y. B.
 Mathur, Quit India Movement (Delhi: Pragati, 1979).

 5. Details of the arrests and raids are given in Hutchins, Spontaneous Revolution,
 pp. 267-70; Bhuyan, Quit India Movement, pp. 64-6.

 6. Gandhi's own estimate of the place of Harijan in national life was given in
 an article, 'If Harijan is Suppressed,' dated July 19, 1942, Collected Works,
 vol. 76: 288-9. He noted in passing that Harijan 'is being published in
 English, Hindi, Urdu (2 places), Ooriya, Marathi, Gujarati, Kanaree (2
 places). It is ready to be published in Bengali, only awaiting legal
 permission. Applications have come from Assam, Kerala and Sind. All
 but one edition have a large circulation compared to the other weeklies.'

 7. Bhuyan, Quit India Movement, pp. 97-9. Gandhi had requested newspapers
 to protest press controls by ceasing publication; see his speech to AICC
 on August 8, 1942 in Collected Works, vol. 76, pp. 392-3. In addition to
 simple censorship of the nationalist press, the governments of both India
 and Britain waged a steady campaign against the British-owned and edited
 Statesman in India, against the London Times, and against the American
 wire-services, to persuade them to report news of the Quit India movement
 in a pro-government light; this campaign was successful only in the case
 of the Statesman. See Transfer of Power, vol. 2, docs no. 512, 513, 521,
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 533, 545, 577, 669, 753; vol. 3, docs no. 6, 7, 21, 75, 84, 90, 95, 98, 124,
 128, 131, 136, 137, 144 and 233.

 8. Gandhi, Collected Works, vol. 76, appendix 10, p. 461.
 9. Ibid., p.392. Pyarelal has cast some doubt whether Gandhi actually said 'Do

 or Die' at the time of his arrest, but the slogan was widely circulated in India
 as the Mahatma's 'final instruction.' Pyarelal Nair, Gandhiji's Correspondence
 with the Government, 1942-44, 2nd edn (Ahmedabad: Navajivan, 1945), p.
 xxv.

 10. Mansergh and Lumby, Transfer of Power, vol. 2, 853-4, doc. No. 662. But
 Linlithgow's view of the revolt in this message to Churchill was more extreme
 than any he expressed in his regular correspondence with the Secretay of
 State for India, and Amery himself referred to this message disparagingly
 as 'Linlithgow's agitated telegram.' Ibid., p. 867, doc. No. 670.

 11. The earlier, rather more paranoid interpretation of the movement is given
 in India, Home Department, Congress Responsibility for the Disturbances,
 1942-43 (Delhi, 1943), especially the Conclusion. The best argument against
 a Congress conspiracy for the widespread disruption and violence which
 surfaced in August 1942 was that the Congress leadership had been divided
 about the wisdom of any movement against British rule in the course of the
 war; Gandhi exercised intolerable pressure upon the AICC to compel its
 assent, which was not formalized until June 1942. Wickenden points out
 that 'until the Bombay session [early August 1942] no definite programme
 had been drawn up'; Chopra, British Secret Report, p. 208. He goes on to
 assert that the post-arrest movement was not 'a spontaneous and uncontrolled
 outbreak,' which is a different matter; ibid., p. 209. For the discussion of
 possible Japanese connections,see Transfer of Power, vol. 2, docs. no. 621,
 632, 687 (paras. 3 and 7); 743, 756; vol. 3, docs. no. 57, 91, 94 and 117,
 and Hutchins, Spontaneous Revolution, pp. 326-8.

 12. The Times (London), 10 August 1942, p. 3. Similar statements had been
 made by the Government of India itself on August 7 or 8 (Transfer of Power,
 vol. 2, pp. 600-2, doc. No. 447), by Gandhi (Collected Works, vol. 76, app.
 XII, pp. 463-4) and by Churchill on August 10 (Mathur, Quit India
 Movement, pp. 115, citing India Office Library, London, LI/1/756, F. No.
 462/21F, pp. 99-102).

 13. Bhuyan, Quit India Movement, p. 90.
 14. Hutchins, Spontaneous Revolution, p. 272. Pyarelal was perhaps the first

 historian to suggest the importance of Amery's speech; see his note on
 Kishorlal Mashruwala: Pyarelal Nair, Mahatma Gandhi, the Last Phase
 (Ahmedabad: Navajivan, 1956), vol. 1, pp. 709-10, note 1.

 15. Ibid., pp. 270-1; Bhuyan, Quit India Movement, pp. 103-4. Those principally
 involved in the August 9, 1942 secret meeting in Bombay were Maulana
 Azad, Sadiq Ali, Dhayabhai Patel, Pyarelal Nair, Ram Manohar Lohia,
 Achyut Patvardhan, and Mrs Sucheta Kriplanani.

 16. Text of the 'Twelve-Point Programme' is given as appendix V in India,
 Congress Responsibility, pp. 57-62. The instructions are very similar to
 Gandhi's 'Draft Instructions for Civil Resisters,' dated August 4, 1942 and
 prepared as a confidential document for the AIWC. See Collected Works,
 vol. 76, pp. 364-7.

 17. Hutchins, Spontaneous Revolution, pp. 270-1; Chopra, British Secret Report,
 pp. 90-1; India, Congress Responsibility, p.27.
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 18. Reference to underground publications will be found in India, Congress
 Responsibility, appendices IV-XV, pp. 55-86; Chopra, Secret Report, pp.
 100-3, with numerous extracts and examples in the appendices, esp. pp.
 317-27; Hutchins, Spontaneous Revolution, pp.274-5; Mathur, Quit India
 Movement, pp. 30-7, 45-6, 54-7, 67-71, 86-8, 90, 97. Most, but not all,
 underground publications appeared in English.

 19. India, Congress Responsibility, pp. 27-8.
 20. Ibid., p.39. Zaidi gives an account of government efforts to stop the

 production of illegal pamphlets, etc., by seizing presses and duplicators
 and by controlling the distribution of paper and other necessary printing
 supplies. Zaidi, The Way Out to Freedom, pp. 28-9.

 21. The classification which follows is not based upon first-hand examination
 but from a perusal of the information referred to in note 18 above.

 22. Hutchins, Spontaneous Revolution, pp. 270-1, 290-2; Bhuyan, Quit India
 Movement, pp. 103-4. See also the evidence in Chopra, Secret Report, pp.
 334-59.

 23. Bhuyan, Quit India Movement, pp. 104-11.
 24. Hutchins, Spontaneous Revolution, p.297
 25. Gandhi, Collected Works, vol. 76, p. 329: 'Interview to a Journalist,' c. July

 25th, 1942.
 26. Instructions from the All-India Congress Committee to the Provincial

 Congress Committees and Others,' (August 1942), reproduced as appendix
 XI in India, Congress Responsibility, pp. 76-7

 27. Bhuyan, Quit India Movement, pp. 111-17.
 28. Ibid., pp. 116-17, quoted from 'To all Fighters of Freedom.' dated September

 1, 1943.
 29. Chopra, Secret Report, appendix A, pp. 317-18, no. 68.
 30. India, Congress Responsibility, appendix XI, part 2, p. 78.
 31. Bhuyan, Quit India Movement, pp.84-7; Hutchins, Spontaneous Revolution,

 pp. 278-80. Throughout the Viceroy's reports to the Secretary of State for
 India in August and September 1942, he refers to students and 'hooligans'
 as the prime actors, Transfer of Power, vol. 2, passim. See also Chopra,
 Secret Report, pp. 189-92.

 32. Chopra, Secret Report, appendix H., pp. 328-9.
 33. Mathur, Quit India Movement, pp. 55-6.
 34. Ibid., p.97.
 35. Bhuyan, Quit India Movement, pp. 77-8; Zaidi, Way Out to Freedom, pp.

 129-33.

 36. Bhuyan, Quit India Movement, pp. 93-102. Collective fines, rewards to
 informers, machine-gunning of crowds from the air, special detention
 legislation, arson of Congress-supporters' houses, etc., were all employed
 by the police, army and security forces to discourage mass action. A
 particularly clear statement of government methods was given by an I.C.S.
 officer who protested against these excesses: R. H. Niblett, The Congress
 Rebellion atAzamgarh (Allahabad: Uttar Pradesh Government, 1957). That
 the movement no longer constituted a real threat to the Government of India
 by the end of September is evident from the Viceroy's reports beginning early
 in the month. Transfer of Power; vol. 2, p. 906, doc. no. 697, para. 7; pp.
 915-16, doc. no.704.

 37. India, Congress Responsibility, pp. 79-86; Mathur, Quit India Movement,
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 pp. 45-6.
 38. Chopra, Secret Report, pp. 351-3.
 39. Ibid.

 40. India, Congress Responsibility, p. 86.
 41. Mathur, Quit India Movement, p. 54.
 42. Ibid.

 43. Ibid., p. 55.
 44. Ibid., p. 56.
 45. A Bengali version, edited and with an introduction by the present author

 and Dr Hiren Chakraborty, will be published by Rddhi Publications (Calcutta)
 in 1983. An English translation by Mukul Roy, with an introduction by the
 present author, is forthcoming under the auspices of the American Institute
 of Indian Studies.

 46. S. C. Samanta, S. B. Bhattacharyya, A. M. Das, P. K. Pramanik, August
 Revolution and Two years' National Government in Midnapore, Part I
 (Tamluk) (Calcutta: Orient Book Co., 1946); Anon., Swadhinata Sangrame
 Medinipur ('Midnapur in the Freedom Struggle') (Calcutta: P. K. Pramanik,
 1973), chs 6-7. Also see the introduction to the published version of Biplabi.

 47. Swadhinata Sangrame Medinipur, chs 1-5; N. N. Das, History of Midnapur,
 Part II (Calcutta: Midnapur Samskriti Parishad, 1969), chs 2-5.

 48. Robert N. Kearney, 'Introduction: Political Mobilisation in South Asia,' in
 Robert I. Crane (ed.) Aspects of Political Mobilization in South Asia, Foreign
 and Comparative Studies, South Asian Series, No. 1 (Syracuse: Maxwell
 School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, 1976), p.1.

 49. A pisach is, literally, a corpse-eating demon. The anti-European virulence
 of underground publications from Bengal was specially noticed; see India,
 Congress Responsibility, p. 39.

 50. Hutchins, Spontaneous Revolution, pp. 301-2
 51. Ibid., p. 301
 52. Biplabi editions of 9/12/42, 19/12/42, 23/12/42, 13/1/43, 26/1/43, 21/2/43,

 1/5/43, 7/6/43, 3/8/43, 19/2/44.
 53. Gandhi had made this position clear at least as early as 1924: 'Everyone,

 and therefore every Hindu, is bound to defend with his life the honour of
 his mother, sister, wife or daughter, in fact all those under his exclusive or
 special protection ...my dharma enables me to say that where choice lies
 between running away to the neglect of one's charge and killing the would-
 be ravisher, it is one's duty to kill and be killed....In a society of brave men,
 evidence of completed rape should be almost impossible. Not a man should
 be alive to report such a crime.' Young India, December 18, 1924, p.411,
 cited in M. K. Gandhi, The Way to Communal Harmony, U. R. Rao (comp.)
 (Ahmedabad: Navajivan, 1963), p. 204.

 54. N. B. the January 25, 1943 edition of Biplabi, as follows: 'But what makes
 us "shamefaced to the point of death" is the attitude of the menfolk of the
 villages. How can we call human those who save themselves by running
 away and leaving behind their helpless mothers and sisters when enemy
 soldiers approach? How did these cowards find their way into Midnapur
 the land of heroes, Midnapur the devotee of freedom? It is the strict duty
 and obligation of every male to protect women. If there is no alternative,
 then a woman's chastity must be protected even if it involves wounding the
 human-beasts who are madly bent on rape....Ahimsa is not to be equated
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 with cowardice.'

 55. Hutchins, Spontaneous Revolution, pp. 301-2.
 56. Samanta et al., August Revolution, pp. 41-2, 50-2.
 57. See Bengal, Bengal Legislative Assembly Proceedings, 64, no.1 (February

 1943), p.72 (N. Sanyal), pp. 79-82 (P. Banerji), and p. 90 (S. P. Mookerji).
 The Chief Minister, Fazlul Huq, agreed to an inquiry (ibid., p. 98) and, in
 fact, preliminary inquiries had been made in Midnapur by Mr. B. R. Sen,
 I.C.S.; Biplabi, January 26, 1943.

 58. P. Greenough, Prosperity and Misery in Modern Bengal, the Famine of 1943-
 44 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982).

 59. The Government's anxieties about the change in Gandhi's public attitude
 towards violence were expressed in Congress Responsibility, pp. 13-16.
 Gandhi had clearly stated in a published 'Conversation with Members of
 the Rashtriya Yuvak Sangh' on May 28, 1942, that 'I always thought that I
 would have to wait till the country was ready for a non-violent struggle. But
 my attitude has undergone a change...today we have to go a step further.
 We have to take the risk of violence to shake off the great calamity of
 slavery ...The people do not have my ahimsa ...I will certainly launch a non-
 violent movement. But if people do not understand it and there is violence,
 how can I stop it...' Collected Works, vol. 76, pp. 159-60. Gandhi further
 made sure that the Viceroy was directly informed that he would not call off
 the movement on account of violence; see summary of Mirabehn's talk on
 July 17, 1942 with Laithwaite, the Viceroy's aide, Transfer of Power, vol. 2,
 pp. 407-8.

 60. 'Appeal to Students' (1943), reproduced in Jayaprakash Narayan, Towards
 Total Revolution, vol. 3, India and Her Problems, edited by Brahmanand
 (Bombay: Popular Prakashan, 1978), p. 26.

 61. See the account of the attack on Tamluk police station, September 29,
 1942 in anon., Swadhinata Sangrame Medinipur, p. 55.

 62. Collected Works, vol. 77, pp. 265-8, 429-30.
 63. In a press statement dated August 5, 1944 Gandhi said inter alia that 'the

 second thing that I should like done...is for those who have gone
 underground to discover themselves. They can do so by informing the
 authorities of their movements and whereabouts or by simply and naturally
 doing their work in the open without any attempt to evade or elude the
 police.' Collected Works, vol. 78, p. 10. The publication of Gandhi's demand
 sparked a protest from certain Congressmen; Pyarelal discusses this
 problem at some length. Mahatma Gandhi, The Last Phase, vol. 1, 36-45.

 64. In his 'Discussion with a Friend,' dated about May 6, 1944, Gandhi singled
 out Jayaprakash for criticism. The latter was bitter, both privately at the
 time and later in print after his release from prison in 1946. See Ajit
 Bhattacharyya, Jayaprakash Narayan, a Political Biography, rev. edn (New
 Delhi: Vikas, 1978), p. 102 for diary entries dated August 5 and August 11,
 1944. Also see Jayaprakash's 'The Revolution in 1942' (1946) in Towards
 Total Revolution, vol. 2, Politics in India, p. 49.
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